
Foundations of Perception and Cognition  

Lecture 1: PERCEPTION 

•  Sensation ≠ perception  

•  Sensory processing   

•  Perception  

•  Experimental methods and conceptual approaches to 

understanding perception 

Perceive:   per - means “in front of”   ceive - (capere - latindd) means “to capture”  

All living creatures require the ability to sense various forms of energy in the environment. 

Without such ability, creatures cannot respond to significant objects and events.  

Input: Energy in the environment  Operation of Senses  Output: Organism’s responses 

Why is perception a part of psychology? Perception is the foundation for everything else studied in psychology: memory, learning, 

motor skills, emotion, motivation, social psychology, personality and pathology.  

The different world we live in: The Perceptual world vs. The Physical World.  

What we hear, see, smell, taste or touch depends upon properties of the physical world and properties of our own bodies – sensory 

apparatus and nervous system.  The purpose is to investigate how our perceptions come about and what factors form and shape 

our perception. This requires that we are able to measure our perceptions – which may be difficult because perceptions are private. 

In the past, some people thought it would be possible to understand perception.  

Classification of the senses:  

Sense  Stimulus  Receptor  Sensory Structures  Cortex  

Vision  Electromagnetic 
energy  

Photoreceptors  Eye  Primary visual 
cortex  

Hearing  Air Pressure waves  Mechanoreceptors  Ear  Auditory Cortex  

Touch  Tissue Distortion  Mechanoreceptors, 
Thermo-receptors  

Skin & Muscle  Somatosensory 
cortex  

Balance  Gravity, 
Acceleration  

Mechanoreceptors  Vestibular organs  Temporal Cortex  

Taste/ Smell  Chemical 
Coagulation  

Chemoreceptors  Nose, Mouth  Primary taste 
cortex, olfactory 
cortex  

 

What we see: The world Appears high resolution across the visual field, despite the fact that visual resolution varies across the visual 

field (i.e. background (anything not part of the focal point) is blurred, but we don’t generally notice this). 

How do we measure perception? 

Psychophysics: Gustav Fechner (father of psychophysics)  

Threshold: a border or boundary  

Absolute threshold: The minimum amount of energy needed to detect a stimulus  

Classical idea: there is a sharp transition in the internal state of the observer between when a stimulus can and cannot be detected.  

Measuring Perception:  

3 methods of psychophysics:  

 Method of Adjustment: observer adjusts intensity until they can just barely detect the stimulus.  

 Method of limits: experimenter adjusts intensity up or down until the observer changes their response  

 Method of Constant Stimuli: observer views several preset stimulus intensities (in random order) and judged whether each 

is perceived or not.  



 Psychometric Function  

 Psychophysical Function  

 Sensitivity  

 Difference Threshold: the minimum change in a stimulus in order for the change to be perceivable  

Human Vision:  

 Colour Vision starts with cones in the retina which are densely packed in the fovea, they are most sensitive to 560nm, 

daylight levels.  

 Colour vision deficiency:  

o More common in men  

o Two most common types:  

 Deuteranopes (lack of green 

medium wave cones)  

 Protanopes (lack of red long wave 

cones)  

 

 Three different types of absorption spectra for cones:  

o Short wavelengths 

o Medium wavelengths  

o Long Wavelengths  

Colour vision across species varies.  

http://www1.psych.purdue.edu/~gfrancis/ Experiments/VisLab/initial.html 
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Lecture 2: 
Gestalts:  

 Reaction to introspectionism  

 The whole is greater than the sum of its parts  

 Perceptual systems actively process information, not just passive receptors  

Constructivist:  

 Helmholtz argued that we ‘construct’ an internal representation of the world.  

 This construction influences perceptual experience  

Ecological Approach:  

 Gibson argued that an internal representation was unnecessary  

 ‘Direct’ perception, all information needed in the environment just needed to be picked up.  

Computational Approach: 

 Idea of perception as mathematical information processing  

 Marr (1980) The 2 and a half D sketch  

 Rigorous implementation of constraints  

Phenomenology:  

 Study of Consciousness from first person perspective (bit subjective)  

 Objective observations possible with psychophysics  

 Essential part of perception  

Neurophysiological approach:  

 Theoretically quite useful (but only one cell)  

 Studying single cells:  

o Orientation coding  o Motion processing  

 Nevertheless, one assumes causal relationship between cell activity and perception.  

How do we measure perception?  

Hierarchical Processing is sensory information involves transmission of information that has been processed.  



Response to stimulus changes as a function of the intensity of the stimulus: 

Steven’s Power Law: Equal Ratios of intensity correspond to equal ratios of sensory magnitude.  

Suggests that sensory systems are reporting change in intensity and not raw intensity.  

How can we relate perception to neural activity? 

Methods used for studying perception:  

 Lesion experiments: an Animal’s brain is lesioned (through surgery or ablation). Behaviour in the lesioned animal is then 

compared to that in a normal animal.  

o Ferrier (1876) removed the angular gyrus and observed that monkeys no longer seemed able to drink. And 

concluded that the animals were now blind. But vision is largely processed through the occipital cortex. The circuit 

for visually guided action was damaged, not the vision itself.  

o Discrete loss of brain matter (albeit crude)  

o Data helped establish the idea of localisation of function. But have to be careful interpreting the data.  

 Clinical Studies: Patients with brain injury: Trauma (accident, war wounds) Disease (Parkinson’s). Assess functional and 

anatomical extent of insult. Insight into brain function by comparing patient behaviour to normal behaviour using 

neuropsychological tests and experiments.  

o Dissociation between perception and action?  

 Conflicting evidence: Dissociation: error for the perceptual system, but no error in grip aperture.  

 No dissociation – error in grip aperture size.  

o Different Tasks demands or Different systems:  

 grip aperture: complicated motor adjustment 

 Perceptual Judgement: less complicated?  

 Making efforts to equate the tasks.  

o Very Interesting Cases  

o No two patients are the same (Age, extent of Injury, experience prior to the insult).   

 Single unit recordings: Record the change in action potential of a single cell (neuron). Record from awake, behaving or 

anaesthetized animals.  

o Excellent spatial and temporal resolution  

o But only has a small window into brain activity  

o Long, expensive experiments  

 Brain Imaging (fMRI: functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging): measures change in blood flow (detects change in 

haemoglobin levels caused by changes in blood oxygenation levels). Has been used extensively to infer localisation of 

function.  

Category Specific Visual Areas:  

o Lateral Occipital (LO):  

 Object-selective   

 Object > (faces & scenes)  

 Objects > scrambled images   

o Fusiform Face Area (FFA) or pFs: 

 Face selective  

 Faces > (objects & scenes)  

 Faces > scrambled images  

 ~posterior fusiform sulcus (pFs)  

o Parra-hippocampal Place Area:  

 Place selective  

 Places >objects & faces  

 Places > scrambled images  

o Whole brain activity in real time (as the experiment is performed)  

o Not fantastic temporal and spatial resolution  

o Very expensive, time consuming experiments  

 Psychophysics: experimental techniques for measuring percept associated with a stimulus of a given intensity.   

o Techniques:  

 Method of Constant Stimuli  

 Method of Limits  

 Method of adjustment  



o Non-invasive technique- but no direct measure of brain function.  

o Behaviour is often what matters – useful information for applied areas (e.g. human factors, assessment of disease)  

o Relatively inexpensive. 

Physiology (brief review):  

Information of a stimulus is transmitted from one part of the brain to another.  

Neurons: Action potentials are the messages that neurons send each other.  

Overview of (some) experimental methods:  

 Focused on understanding relationship between stimulus (sensation) and brain function (perception)  

 Strengths and weaknesses for each technique  

 Different techniques suitable for different questions  
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